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Heat Reflective Sleg>vp

Field of Invention

This invention relates to sleeving products including a heatreflective component and .ore particularly to sleeving productsfor insulating a high temperature heat source, such as anautomotive exhaust gas recirculation tube.
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effectively utilised for many applications, an as yet unsatisfied
need persists for a cost effective insulation sleeve for high
temperature devices for use in modern high performance vehicles.

Summary and Objects of the Invention

According to the invention, an insulating sleeve product is
provided which comprises an inner tubular spacer layer of a
light-weight metal mesh, which layer is generally conformable to
the outer surface of the heat generating component. The invention
provides a layer of foil having a reflective face which is spaced
from the heat generating component by the layer of metallic mesh.
Preferably, the reflective layer is surrounded by a sheet-like
layer of a refractory material having a low thermal conductivity,
such as rockwool, or like mineral material in paper-like sheet
form, and desirably has at least one more metal mesh layer
surrounding the layer of low thermal conductivity in order to
provide a supplemental air space and to hold the refractory layer
in place after any binders have burned off. a product formed
according to the invention desirably has a layer of silicone
resin applied over the outermost metal mesh layer in order to
adhere the inner layers to an outer cover of glass fibre yarn.
The silicone resin layer has the further advantages of
eliminating end fray, prevention of the inner layers from
abrading the cover layer and also and importantly serves to
absorb vibrational energy.

In carrying out the invention, the inner metallic mesh spacing
layer is preferably knitted wire and the knitted mesh layer
should be open enough to expose the majority of the surface area
of the reflective foil face to the heat source while maintaining
the foil face out of contact with the surface of the device. On
account of the mesh spacing layer, radiation rather than
conduction becomes the primary mode of heat transfer.

More particularly, the relatively fragile foil layer is
preferably laminated to the mineral wood paper layer prior to
construction of the sleeve. Since the need for adhesion between
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the paper and the foil exists only during assembly, inexpensive
adhesives which may burn off during use are suitable for the
purpose, once the sleeving product is placed in use, the outer
layers of mesh, silicone resin and insulating yarn serve as the
primary means to maintain the inner layers in place.

For even higher performance sleeves, additional layers of mesh
foil and rockwool paper are desirably added in order to enhance
the insulating effect.

With the foregoing in view, a primary objective of the invention
is the provision of high performance heat insulating sleeving of
light-weight construction useful for the insulation of high
temperature exhaust gas recirculation products.

How the foregoing and other objects of the invention are achieved
wj.ll become apparent from the following detailed description of
a preferred embodiment of the invention.

Brief Descripti on of the Drawings

Figure 1 is a sectional view of a first form of sleeving product
formed in accordance with the invention;

Figure 2 is a sectional view of an alternative form of sleeving
product of the invention; and

Figure 3 is a schematic view of apparatus used in the manufacture
of the sleeve of Figure 1.

Retailed Description of the Pr.forred t^v^^-k

With reference to Figure i, an exhaust gas recirculation device
shown generally at 10 is provided with a thermally insulating
sleeve 11 made according to the invention. Sleeve 11 comprises
a first, inner support layer 12, preferably formed of metallic
mesh consisting of knitted wire having a diameter of about .006
xnches. Preferably, the wire is a stainless steel wire which
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effectively withstands tube temperatures of 1800»F and is loosely
knitted. Other wire materials may be employed depending upon the
temperature conditions encountered, as will be apparent to those
of ordinary skill in the art. Preferably, the wire is knitted in
a relatively open knit in order to minimise the surface contact
with the tube and a foil layer 13. In the preferred embodiment,
the knit wire layer 12 has an overall thickness of about
.012 inches. The knit wire layer 12 provides support for the
layer of metallic foil 13 of a thickness of about .001 inches
which has a reflective surface which faces the heat generating
component.

As noted above, the wire mesh layer is knitted with a relatively
open stitch so that a majority of the foil surface area is
exposed to the heat source and is maintained out of contact
therewith. The foil layer is surrounded by a paper layer 14
consisting essentially of a low thermally conductive material,
such as rockwool or the like mineral-based material, and is
preferably in sheet form. Refractory papers in which the mineral-
based material is rockwool having a thickness of about 2mm are
preferred and readily available, one such being sold by Tenmat
of Manchester, England. Conveniently, the foil layer may be
laminated to the rockwool paper prior to fabrication of the
sleeve using any suitable, flexible adhesive. Once the adhesive
has served its purpose during assembly, it will be driven off by
the temperatures to which the sleeve is exposed.

Preferably, the layer of sheet , material of low conductivity is
followed by a second mesh layer 16. Mesh layer 16 is similarly
constructed to layer 12 being comprised of knitted stainless
steel wire and is of open construction. The wire preferably has
a diameter of about 6 mils and the layer has an overall thickness
of about .012 inches. Second mesh layer 16 holds the rockwool in
place after binders and adhesives have been burned off and
provides an additional air space which reduces heat transfer to
the outer layers. The sleeve . illustrated in Figure 1 further
includes a layer of silicone resin indicated at 17 and an
outermost cover layer 18 formed of knitted or braided insulating
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material, such as three ends of continuous filament E-glass yarnof 3608 denier each. Silicone resin layer 17 adheres the innerlayers and to the outermost cover layer, further eliminates endfray of the glass in the cover layer 18, serves to prevent theinner layers of the sleeve from abrading the glass and further
and importantly absorbs vibrational energy, a preferred material
for the silicone resin layer 17 is a product manufactured by DowChemical and identified as Dow LPS 590. The braided E-glass layer

UlTZ T addit±0nal thermal barri- -d i- Preferably coatedwith a hxgh temperature coating material, such as epoxy/siliconeresin. The multiple layers of the resulting sleeve typically havea thickness of about .15 inches.

in the manufacture of the product, with reference to Figure 3the stainless steel wire mesh support layer 12 is preferably
kitted on a circular knitter 19. The mesh tube so formed is then

Paper 14 wh -
^ ^ ^^ °fpa^er 14 which xs supplied as a laminate with a foil interfacewith the foil 13 facing inwardly over the mesh tube. As thematerial leaves the folder 20, it is delivered through a knittinghead 21 where a second layer of stainless steel wire 16 isknitted over the materials holding them in place. This completesthe core tube which is taken to a braider 22 where it isdelivered through a cross head which applies a layer of siliconeresin immediately under the braiding point. The sleeve is thenoverbraided with a covering layer of giass fibre 18 , passe^through a heating chamber 23 to cure the silicone resin and toburn off binders in the glass. Preferably, the sleeve is thencoated with a high temperature coating, such as an epoxy/silicone

resin in a standard coating tower.

Referring now to Figure 2, a second form of sleeve is illustratedincorporating the principles of the invention and having threeknrt wrre spacer/ support layers, In Ftgure 2 , the eMxaust .recrrculat.cn tube is illustrated schematically by the numeral
30. The tube has applied thereto a sleeve 31 comprised of anrnner support or spacer layer 32 preferably formed of stainlesssteel ware *nit „esh. Preferably, the stainless steel wire has
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a diameter of about 11 mils, and overall thickness of the layer
is about .022 inches. The second layer comprises a rockwool paper
layer 3 3 of a thickness of about 2mm to which a 1 mil aluminium
foil layer 34 has been laminated to the outer surface. The next
layer of the sleeve is a second stainless steel knit mesh layer
indicated at 35, the knit mesh preferably being made of wire
having a diameter of about 6 mils with an overall thickness of
the mesh being about .012 inches. Following this layer is a
second 2mm thick rockwool paper layer 3 6 having a 1 mil aluminium
foil layer 37 laminated to its inner surface. The second rockwool
paper layer 3 6 is retained in place by a third stainless steel
wire knit mesh layer 3 8 formed of wire having a diameter of about
6 mils. A silicone resin coating layer 39 and an outer layer of
a braided insulating material, such as E-glass yarn of the kind
used in the first embodiment, is provided as cover, as indicated
at 40. The glass outer covering preferably has a coating layer
of an epoxy/silicone resin applied thereto.

Similarly to the first embodiment, the first wire knit mesh
support layer gives the sleeve a strong, durable core and reduces
heat transfer by conduction or a convection. The paper layer
substantially reduces conduction heat transfer, supports the foil
and reduces the temperature to which the foil is exposed. The two
layers of foil substantially reduce radiation, the inner layer
emitting less heat and the outer layer reflecting heat. The next
layer of mineral wool paper serves to further reduce heat
transfer by conduction. This embodiment meets the requirements
of a surface temperature in the range of 2 50«»F to 300 °F at gas
temperatures of 1800°F at the inlet of the recirculation device.

in use, sleeves made according to the present invention have a
substantial thermal advantage over currently known alternatives.
For example, braided glass fibre sleeving having a coating of
high temperature resin and marked by Bentley-Harris Inc. under
the trademark THERMFLEX was placed over an Internal flow heat
source with an inlet gas temperature of 1400 »F with gas flowing
at 5 cfm. Tne sleeve surface temperature was measured at 642 °F.
A similar product differing in that internally disposed crossing
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spiral standoff beads maintained the sleeve out of direct contact
with the internal flow heat source resulted in a sleeve surface
temperature of about 53l°F. A still further sleeve like the
sleeves mentioned just above but having four internal warp beads
standing the sleeve off from the heat source resulted in a

: surface temperature of about 519 T. The sleeve of the first
embodiment of this invention was measured as having a surface
temperature of about 3 23 <>F under the same conditions. Likeresults to the above are obtained with the sleeve of the second
embodiment when placed over an internal flow heat source
operating under the same conditions.
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CLAIMS

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8

A sleeve for the insulation of an exhaust gas recirculation
device or like substantially tubular heat generating
component, said sleeve comprising:

an inner support layer of metallic mesh material, said
inner support layer being conformable to said heat
generating component;

a reflective layer supported by said inner support
layer, said reflective layer being flexible and having a
reflective surface facing said heat generating component;
and

a cover layer of a thermally insulating material
surrounding said reflective layer.

A sleeve according to claim 1, wherein said inner support
layer comprises an interlaced mesh material.

A sleeve according claim 2, wherein said interlaced mesh
material is stainless steel wire.

A sleeve according claim 3, wherein said interlaced knitted
mesh material is stainless steel wire.

5. A sleeve according to claim 2, wherein said layer of
thermally insulating material is comprised of glass fibre
yarn.

A sleeve according of claim 5, wherein said glass fibre yarn
is braided.

A sleeve according to claim 5, wherein said glass fibre yarn
is knitted.

A sleeve according to claim 6, wherein said glass fibre yarn
is E-glass.
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9.. A sleeve according to claim 1, wherein said reflective layer
comprises a metallic foil.

10. A sleeve according to claim 9, wherein said metallic foil
layer is aluminium foil having a thickness of about .001
inches.

11. A sleeve according to claim 1, further including a second
metallic mesh layer supporting said cover layer, said
reflective layer being sandwich between said inner support
layer and said second metallic mesh layer.

A sleeve according to claim 11, further including a layer
of sheet rockwool interposed between said reflective layer
and said metallic mesh layer.

A sleeve according to claim 12, further including a silicone
layer between said second metallic mesh layer and said cover
layer.

14. A sleeve according to claim 8, further including a second
metallic mesh layer, said reflective layer comprising a foil
and being sandwich between said inner support layer and said
second metallic mesh layer.

12

i3.

15.

16.

17 .

A sleeve according to claim 14, further including a layer
of a material having a low thermal conductivity interposed
between said reflective layer and said second metal iic mesh
layer.

A sleeve according to claim 15, wherein said foil layer has
a thickness of about .001 inches and wherein said first and
second metallic mesh layers comprise knitted stainless steel
wire, said wire having a diameter of about .006 inches.

A sleeve according to claim 15, wherein the material having
a low thermal conductivity is a refractory paper.
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18. A sleeve according to claim 17, wherein said refractory
paper consists essentially of rockwool and a binder.
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